TAREFAS COLORIDAS
High Quality Garments Made in Portugal

PROFILE

COMPANY PROFILE
Tarefas Coloridas

translated means colourful tasks. This is
honouring a young and motivated team of professionals of
this area. Each department taking care of their sector to be
at all time ahead of the constant changes of our challenging
branch of business.
This team needs to be quick and creative and that is exactly
what they are and want to represent a new beginning. In
a time were stocks are no longer an option, after a year of
declining sales of our partners we need to be there always,
short lead-times for regular productions, even shorter leadtimes for re-orders, so that our clients can avoid stocks but
still deliver to their shops/clients the fastest way possible.
Also to give our clients the chance to work several smaller
collections and that for smaller orders along the year so that
the shops can come up with new things repeatedly and gain
their clients attention.

This is the future and this is the ideology of this team of professionals. To attend to their clients needs quickly, not only
be responsible for the making of their production but be there
for them along the whole process. We only succeed if our
clients succeed and we only survive if our clients survive.
Productions in Europe can give us all these possibilities.
Quality wise there is no doubt that we can offer an excellent
garment quality, due to the high quality fabrics used as well
as the very well known carefulness of manufacturing the garments.

Tarefas Coloridas has it’s very own dying/finishing mill which

enables us to have a much quicker response to our clients
needs. As the interest in garment dyes and washes has
gained more and more weight in fashion, the administration
of this company decided to add to this also a laundry capable
of many different dyes/washes.

OUR SERVICES
Sourcing of fabrics, trims, new printing techniques, new garment dyes/washes, etc
Analysing thoroughly the tecfiles send by our clients and
making the questions concerning doubts at once and not after already having begun with the process. Making suggestions if asked for. While taking care of the patterns check if
all is alright. Making 1st proto and fitting in the company.
Design department capable of helping out if needed. Also
showing new developments and small collections for ideas.
In general Lab Dips take 3-4 days. Meanwhile fabrics are being made and artworks opened. A second proto is made and
strike offs of artworks are send to the client after 10 days.

Before production we make a size set and a preproduction
sample, if necessary this process is repeated. Usually lead
times are 6-8 weeks max including this whole process depending of course on the quantity of styles/colours etc. Reorders take 3-4 weeks after order placement fix at clients
warehouse, of course also depending on the size of the order.
The whole process of collection making, depending of course
on the size and also quantity of different fabrics and colours
can take 5-6 weeks.

SPECIAL DYES FINISHINGS & WASHINGS
SPECIAL YARNS

Thermolite
Outlast
Coolmax
Dry-release
Supplex
Waterproof
Windproof
Anti-bacterial
Natural Anti-bacterial
Seacell
Dry-fast
Bioactive

SPECIAL GARMENT FINISHES
Anti-bacterial
Anti-stain
Skin Care (Aloe, Jojoba)
Vitamin E
Easy Care
Shower Proof
Outlast
Aroma Therapy
Anti-UV
Teflon

PRINTS

Bleaching
Corrosion
Digital
Plastisol
Waterprint
Disharge
Flocking
Glitter
Caviar
Offset
Transfer
Expanding
CMYK (four colours process)
Gloss
Suede

WASHINGS & DYES

Garment Wash
Garment Dye
Stone Wash
Super Stone Wash
Vintage Wash
Bleach Wash
Fade Out Wash
Retro Dye
Pigment Dye
Wrinkle

Our commercial department will always be present at fairs
like Premiere Vision, Tissu Premiere, Bread & Butter, ISPO
among other important events.
We can also count on the precious collaboration of some
of the best fabric makers in Portugal like LMA, A. Sampaio,
Vilartex, Lurdes Sampaio, among others. Ordering special
fabrics from abroad is also no problem for us.
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